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Free Owl File Packer is an ultra-minimalistic utility that packs archives with a high compression rate. It doesn't require installation and runs without creating a file on your
hard disk. You only need to add the program's executable file to your system and run it as you would start any other portable application. Owl File Packer doesn't place
any limits on the number of files and folders you can choose for the archive. A powerful archiving utility: Strong compression rate that makes compressed archives much
smaller than other compression programs: * Don't waste time on complex, long-running operations: Owl File Packer doesn't take much computing power to make a
compressed archive. * Quick creation of archives: A folder can be added from Explorer and filled with files and folders in a minute. Compatible with almost all popular
media formats and platforms: * Compresses almost all file and folder formats: Whether you like files with image formats such as BMP, PNG, GIF, TIFF, JPG, JPEG,
RAW (DNG), etc. or with other media formats such as SWF, ACC, FLV, RM, M3U, etc. * Includes Mac, Linux, and Windows support: Compress multiple files at once
by checking all the checkboxes. No limits on the number of files or folders in an archive: * Add all the files and folders you need to an archive: Drag-and-drop from
Explorer and get your archive ready in a couple of seconds. * Create archives with any number of files or folders: There are no limits on the number of files and folders
you can add to an archive. Easy operation: * All operations are performed from within Explorer: You don't need to do anything apart from drag-and-drop. * No
unnecessary settings: The tool requires a password to use and doesn't make changes to Windows registry settings. Drag-and-drop support: * Compress files and folders by
checking boxes: Drag-and-drop files and folders from Explorer and let Owl File Packer create an archive in no time. * Compress a selected folder at once: The same
feature lets you add all the files and folders of a folder in a minute. Quick scan support: * Run a quick scan: Check all the files in a folder in case you're missing important
files. System requirements Owl File Packer is compatible with all Windows editions. It requires the.NET Framework 2.
Owl Files Packer

- The small and smart application to create.OWLPACK archive - Add files to archive and protect them with password - Add.OWLPACK archive to Windows Explorer
shell extension - Compress any type of file to.OWLPACK - Erase files from archive - Extract files from archive - Create archives by dragging files into the window Free to download and try. The Windows version of Owl Files Packer is free to try for 30 days. Enhance your desktop by adding a clock with images. The 16 x 16 images
can be moved to any position on your desktop using a single mouse click. The images can be split into four different images which can be rotated at any angle, zoomed
and moved with different resolutions to create special effects. Another small utility that is quite useful but is not so well known, is the Clock Locator. The utility allows
you to specify where you want your clock located, and then it will scan your computer for installed clocks and displays them to you. It is able to show clocks inside the
three categories system, quicklaunch and toolbars. The Clock Locator came in handy when I needed to replace the Windows default clock on my desktop with a custom
clock. The original default clock looked old, and the new clock that was provided with the clock locator had a stylish look, and its size was more compact. FontLink is an
application for controlling fonts on your computer. By using this utility, you can make font changes that are visible on all applications in the Windows operating system.
FontLink allows you to customize fonts for different software types including MS Office, Internet Explorer, your desktop, MS SQL Server, Windows Explorer, Windows
Media Player and even Internet Explorer. The Clock Sort Organizer is a time-saving utility that enables you to sort your clocks by the computer's DST settings, which can
be managed through Windows to automatically adjust the clocks in the various parts of your system. The application is designed to help you easily assign the currently
visible clocks to a specific date and time and re-position them on your desktop when you're changing the DST to advance or to fall back to the previous time zone. The
program lets you choose between Eastern and Central time from the Start menu, and then customize your list of clocks so that you can easily navigate them by DST
settings, align them on a specific day and time, and sort them by their position and appearance. Note: This trial version is limited 09e8f5149f
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One of the best and smallest.OWLPACK archivers. Allows to create archives that can be opened with this program only. Outputs.OWLPACK archives. Lightweight,
minimalistic user interface and options. Needs to be run on Windows 7/Vista or Windows XP/2000. Requires at least 513k of RAM or 1.8GHz of CPU. FAQ and
troubleshooting: Q: How do I create an archive using Owl Files Packer? A: In order to create a new.OWLPACK archive, you must add files to the program's window.
This is just a simple drag-and-drop feature. The file explorer on the right is the only element you need to use to achieve the same functionality. Q: What is the difference
between "Create password protected archive" and "Create non password protected archive"? A: The software offers the possibility of creating a password-protected
archive with passwords you can specify. However, if you don't apply any password, the archive will be automatically unprotected after opening it with this tool. Q: Can I
integrate Owl Files Packer into the Windows Explorer shell extension to make archiving easily available? A: Since the main purpose of this software is archiving, Owl
Files Packer doesn't come with any features supporting this process. Apart from that, there is no need for this tool to integrate with the Windows Explorer shell extension.
You can integrate it by setting the system environment variable
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Explorer\Shell Extensions\SearchPath to include the path to this
program. You can achieve the same task by configuring the Explorer shell extension to point to a.OWLPACK archive path. Q: What's Owl Files Packer? A: Owl Files
Packer is a tiny and portable application that helps you create archives that can only be opened with this tool. It can compress files to.OWLPACK format and lets you
protect them with a password. Q: Is Owl Files Packer reliable and stable? A: Owl Files Packer is a stable and reliable tool. There are no compatibility issues that can
impair its proper operation. Q: How can I create an archive using Owl Files Packer? A: In order to create a new.OWLPACK archive, you must add files to the program's
What's New in the Owl Files Packer?

Tiny, Portable and Fast... Only one executable is required to extract the compressed archive on any computer. You can add as many files as you want. After that, you can
remove any of the files included in the archive. Create files in.OwlPack format only and you don't have to leave your computer to have this app. To create archives, just
drop the app's executable on any part of the disk. To open the compressed archives, you can load them from removable storage devices such as SD or USB sticks. Export
to Windows Explorer Shell Extensions Install the downloaded archive without installing Owl Files Packer and use the compressed file you've downloaded to create
a.OWLPACK archive. When you open the.OWLPACK archive, the extension will be recognized by Explorer shell. Windows 8.1 compatible Owl Files Packer now
supports Windows 8.1 Compress bigger files and use Owl Files Packer. It's able to decrease the size of any file significantly, without causing quality loss in the final
product. The application doesn't make use of external tools and configurations, so it doesn't cause any instability. We're always interested to see how the major
applications compare when it comes to performance. It's clear that any file compression tool can be helpful at times, but it's always good to compare the applications on a
consistent basis to get a fair rating. The most recent version of FileComp 1.0 is now the latest version of its kind. The developer has updated the software to include a host
of new features that can significantly speed up the compression process. The desktop application offers batch compression of large numbers of files at a time, while the
built-in Windows Explorer shell extension lets you extract.ZIP archives created by FileComp in real time. The utility also supports fast file decompression, the ability to
compress files without changing their contents, and the capability to optimize the archive for certain type of content. The features that FileComp 1.0 offers includes: •
Compress and decompress files from the Windows Explorer shell extension • Supports the ZIP and ZIP2 format • Compress files with a password • Compress files using
x86 or x64 CPU architecture • Option to compress multiple files in one session • Batch compression of multiple files • Optional real-time compression • Compresses
local files directly and without any external tools • Decompress local files directly and without any external tools • Advanced options
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System Requirements For Owl Files Packer:

AMD APU A10-5700 2 GB RAM 1 GB Graphics Card 1.2 GHz processor 32-bit Windows Vista or later 80 GB HDD AMD FX-6350 2.8 GHz processor Intel Core
i3-560 2.4 GHz processor
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